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A: If you are a new comer to
python who wants to know how
to use python to decrypt Nesbox
video game data, I will solve
your question with two parts,
the first is python program to
decrypt nesbox game data and
the second is how to decrypt
nesbox game data in python.
First, What's Nesbox? Nesbox is
a game console that comes with
every Nintendo NES classic.
Nesbox also has different game
devices with different firmware,
so you can create your own
Nesbox device, and play video
games with it. How to play
Nesbox video game? You can
watch video tutorial of Nesbox
here. Second, How to decrypt
nesbox game data in python?
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The encryption methods that
you can decrypt Nesbox video
game data are not same. I will
use an open source program
called nvidia-trident to decrypt
nesbox game data(video), and
use python program to decrypt
nesbox game data. I will make a
python program to decrypt
Nesbox game data. I only test
the decrypt of "Super Mario
Bros.", but I would be happy if
anyone can decrypt more
Nesbox game video. Full python
program: #!/usr/bin/env python
#opencv-python: Python
wrapper around OpenCV. import
cv2 video =
cv2.VideoCapture('super mario
bros.h264') # this data is from
data = ''' i 6d1f23a050
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